
Lift Access Control by 2N

Managing access to individual floors is part of a complete access control 
system. You can now offer this in your projects, limiting people’s access 
to only the floors they live or work on. 
Open access can be granted to common floors all the time or according 
to a schedule. Choose from any of our supported access technologies.
Complete your building security by incorporating
our Lift Access Control solution.

Creating the future of letting 
people in and up

Access to selected
floors only

Various identification 
options

Suitable for
up to 40 floors

Solved visitors’ 
access



Take control over letting people up
With Lift Access Control by 2N, you can include vertical access, via the lift, in your access control solution. 
Manage people’s access through doors and to floors, all from a single, simple interface. 
Ensure secure and convenient access for residents, employees and visitors.

Lift Access Control for residents or employees
The solution starts with a 2N Access Unit or selected IP intercom 
located in the lift cabin. Users identify themselves using an RFID 
card, fingerprint, PIN code or Bluetooth technology in their mobile 
phone. Lift comes automatically to the ground floor after user’s 
authentication on the 2N IP intercom at the entrance.

Lift Access Control for visitors
This solution starts with the 2N Intercom at the entrance to the 
building. Visitors call to reception or directly to the resident they 
want to visit. To answer the call, 2N indoor unit, 3rd party IP phone 
or our 2N® Mobile Video app can be used. Meanwhile in the lift, 
the button corresponding to the resident’s floor is unlocked, 
so the visitor can select only this floor.

A scalable and easy to manage solution
Use a selected 2N IP intercom or any 2N Access Unit in the lift. Pair it with an Axis A9188 relay 
module (9160501). Each module controls up to 8 floors and up to 5 modules may be paired per lift. 

Control both horizontal and vertical access throughout the building, all through 2N® Access Commander. 
Alternatively, integrate our Lift Access Control with your own system via MY2N cloud using 2N® Partner API.

A special license is required 
for correct functionality. 
License for 2N IP Intercoms 
(9137916) or 2N Access Unit 
(9160401). This license is 
not included in the Gold 
License.
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Expand your current access control solution by 2N Lift Access Control!


